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The Center on 
Contemporary Conflict 
has a respected track 
record for providing 
research and timely 
analysis on a variety of 
topics to leading 
decision makers in the 
U.S. national security 
community. Located in 
the Naval Postgraduate 
School, the CCC is the 





The CCC’s Project on 
Advanced Systems 
and Concepts for 
Countering WMD is a 
program planning and 
implementation office, 
research center, and 
intellectual 
clearinghouse for the 
execution of future- 
oriented studies and 




Research in Progress 
describes ongoing 

















Asia Stability Workshop 
 
Performer: NPS  
Lead: Feroz H. Khan  
Cost: $251,379 




As the United States begins its strategic pivot to the Pacific, there exists a 
deepening need to bridge communication gaps, nurture détente, and 
highlight areas of cooperation with and among Asian countries.  To that 
end, a deeper understanding of threat perceptions among Asian states and 





NPS will organize a workshop to discuss overarching concerns related to stability 
in Asia. The workshop and follow-on reports will help provide prescriptions to 




Experts on Asian security matters will be invited for a three day workshop. 
The workshop will facilitate open dialogue among participants on salient 
topics related to security, cooperation, and stability in Asia.  Lessons 
learned will be published and shared with Combatant Commands and 
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